
Task 1 2/07/06 
 
Task:  Race to goal 
 
T.Off  T.01  Les Gets 
Start  2Km Radius around B01 
TP1  B01 
TP2  B29 
TP3  B12 
TP4  B06 
TP5  B30 
 
Goal  L01  Morzine  Total Distance  69.4Km 
 
 
The day started with Blue skies and excellent visibility, There was a substantial south 
east breeze on launch (10/15km) due to a low inversion at about 1200m. This was 
forcast to break as the thermals got going and the wind dropped to the normal light 
and variable for mont cherie. The Task was set at about 12:30 with a window open 
time of 13:30. 

Conditions at take off were somewhat fickle, with the wind blowing along the hill, but 
all our pilots got away nice and early, giving them a long hour’s wait at cloudbase for 
the start. Our tactic was to take a position upwind of the start cylinder, so as to be able 
to race through the cylinder downwind when the start went. This is always a gamble 
because those approaching from the course-side have 800m less distance to fly (but a 
long upwind leg). We broke even, and ended up just behind the leaders heading out 
for the first turnpoint – a dam at the Lac Leman end of the Morzine valley. It was a 
long push into the valley wind to get to the dam, lots of speed-bar work, but from 
there we had to chose whether to ride the high level thermals along the ridge crests, or 
surf the valley wind low running from spur to spur. Bruce Goldsmith chose the low-
level option and was in the lead for a while, but lighter than expected valley winds 
had him stuck just before the third turnpoint. Meanwhile Mark Watts and Adrian 
Thomas had opted for the high-level route, and spotted that the climbs were drifting 
East of track once they got past the tops of the ridges. Working as a team and 
climbing just enough to get to the next climb they were able to catch right up with the 
leaders by the 4th turnpoint. From there we crossed the Morzine valley towards Mont 
Cherie climbing in convergence as we approached the summit, just enough to pop 
over the top. A climb there got us enough height to head for the 5th turnpoint, way out 
across the main valley leading to Chamonix, far enough out to make it touch-and-go 
getting back up when we got to the mountain. Some hideous lee-side thermals sorted 
the problem out, and we were on the way back in working our way up to the altitude 
for final glide into goal. Adrian and Mark were with the leaders at that point, and left 
early to race in to goal, but 15 pilots came past on final glide leaving them 2 minutes 
behind the leader in 20th and 25th, with the top 50 all finishing within 10 minutes, it 
was a close race. 

The task was won By Christian Maurer (CHE) with 1000 points with Aijaz Valic 
second and Christian Tammegger third 
UK Positions 



Adrian Thomas  20th

Mark Watts   25th

Russell Ogden   59th

Bruce Goldsmith  59th

Kelly Farina   74th

Louise Burnham  121st

 
 
Task 2 (cancelled) 
 
Race To Goal 
 
T.Off  T01  Les Gets 
 
Start  10Km Radius around  B33 
TP1  B33 
TP2  B57 
TP3  B98 
TP4  B89 
TP5  B30 
 
Goal  L01 
 
Task Distance   71.6Km 
 
Again Blue skies to start but with some wave clouds and early cumulus, Forecast was 
for 20 Km wind from the southwest at 2400m with good cumulus at 2800m and a 
slight risk of thunderstorms on the high mountains between the French and Italian 
border. On arriving on launch the wind was stronger than expected at about 15Kph. 
Window opened at 12.45 with all pilots getting off and getting good climbs. The start 
gate opened at 14:00 and the field left en masse to take the glide to the start and TP1. 
The wind at altitude had started to pick up and the thermals become more broken. The 
safety committee were monitoring the conditions as there were concerns if pilots got 
low in the leeside areas. After TP1 the field got good climbs but the sky started to 
overdevelop. The safety director cancelled the task at 14:45 after reports of increasing 
winds and development. After the pilots had landed the thunder started and continued 
for the rest of the day. Excellent call by the organisation to stop the task at the right 
time. All pilots landed safely. 
 
Then it rained. For days. A clear reminder of why we don’t take the Nationals to the 
Northern Alps any more. At last after 3 stopped tasks and 2 cancelled days we get a 
good forecast. The day started with a medium amount of cloud, light winds but a risk 
of low cloudbase from the recent storms and cold front. The forecast was for the 
cloudbase to lift and no storms. 
 
 
Task 2 Elapsed Time Speedrun  
 
Take off T01  
Start 5Km radius around B12  



Tp1 B12  
Tp2 B13  
Tp3 B14  
Tp4 B43  
Tp5 B15  
Tp6 B30  
 
Goal  L01  
 
Total Distance 47.0 Km  
 
  
The organisation briefed on take off at 11.30 but held the task times back due to 
lowering cloud base around a number of the turnpoints. After 3 revisions of the task, 
and much GPS bashing, the take off window was opened at 14.10 with a last start 
time off 15.30. The field launched in small numbers as the area around take off was 
shaded and no obvious climbs. After about 30minutes the cloud thinned around the 
start gate and gliders started to climb. The team all launched and were soon climbing. 
As they took the start the field started to spread out with the climbs being weak to 
begin with. Kelly was flushed down the mountain at B12, He managed to climb out 
from 100m above the valley floor back to base, but this put him 40 minutes behind the 
field. Mark was also flushed, forcing him to cross the Morzine valley and take an 
early start time. Cloud base continued to rise and the thermal quality improve as the 
day developed. Chrigel Maurer and Peter Brinkeby had crossed on to SuperMorzine 
to take a good line for the start. The rest of us, unaware of the thermal quality over 
there, waited on the usual hill behind take-off. Russell and Adrian took a start time 15 
minutes before the end of the race-start window, because they were in a prime 
position, and had the chance of some early-bird points. Bruce waited til the 15.30 last 
start time, planning to race through the field with the rest of the crack pilots. From the 
start we dove across the Morzine valley towards the Mountain above B12. Russell 
took the lee-side thermal there, while Adrian went for the windward side. The climbs 
were both good, but Russell saw more over SuperMorzine and headed off quickly 
towards the second turn point. Adrian took his climb to base, and then ran on to 
Russell’s climb pushing hard to stay out of cloud. Then in to the Avoriaz turn point, 
and back out, bouncing along in strong lift close to base. At this point a gaggle of top 
pilots came through, and took one turn too many in the strong lift above 
SuperMorzine. Running on down the valley under the cloud they were sucked in, 
Adrian was with them, and turned towards the edge of the cloud, touching the 
whispies as he emerged into the blue. Pilots emerged up to 300m higher coming 
straight out from cloud along track, giving them a significant advantage at the next 
climb where if you arrived high-enough to reach ridge-tops there were good climbs, 
but lower down the climbs were disorganised, and interspersed with large areas of 
sink. From there it was a fast run in lifty air down the Morzine valley towards Lac 
Leman, and back up to Morzine. Running with the top pilots was an education – how 
fast those boys go in rough air and lift! Gliders moving all over the place, but no hand 
near the brakes, speed-bars pumping to damp the pitch. Totally alien to a British way 
of flying – when do we ever race along flying straight through 4m/s climbs? Russell 
and Mark led out on the final section of the course with Bruce and Adrian close 
behind. Final glide was 15km at full bar round 2 turnpoints and in. Lousie got stuck 
around B43 but managed to get back up and in to goal. Kelly worked hard from his 



early disadvantage and got into goal but with a slow time. Good effort for the UK 
with all team members in goal! The team gains 1 place in the rankings from 9th to 
8th. 
 
 
Report Task 3 
 
At last a day dawning with blue skies, light winds and a high cloud base forecast. The 
organisation decide to take us to a new launch site to enable the pilots to launch above 
the inversion. The Site is Col du Fornet situated above Avoriaz at 2200m. Walking 
through the snow to get to launch in July was a new experience for many pilots! 
A task was set of 88Km landing in the Les Gets goal field. 
 
Task: 
 
Take Off:    T02   Col du Fornet 
 
Start:     18 Km Radius around B34 
TP1:     B34 
TP2:     B42 
TP3:     B57 
TP4:     B47 
 
Goal:     L02  Les Getts 
 
As the task was being announced we had a slight back wind but this soon died as the 
thermals started to come up the face. The window was opened at 13:45 with a race 
start at 14:45. The field launched in two’s and three’s with our team getting off in the 
first 15minutes. There were good climbs around the take off area but getting weaker 
as the pilots approached the start area. Russell, Kelly, Adrian and Bruce were with the 
lead gaggle in to turn point B34, Mark had pushed on and got low. Getting up there, 
in the stable air coming off Lac Leman, was difficult, and the lead gaggle split to run 
along two parallel ridges. The next crossing proved critical, the leaders managed to 
squeak through a col onto the sunny side of the ridge the other side of the Morzine 
valley, Bruce and Russell got through the col, but Adrian, Kelly and Mark were 
pushing a bit too hard and didn’t have the height to get over, leaving them stuck on 
the shady side of the valley. After a little hideous traffic-bound ridge soaring it was 
clear that the stable lake air had filled in and the col was no longer passable. Kelly 
kept at it, enduring the traffic for some time, Adrian dived over the back low with the 
aim of working up the spurs along the valley. Meanwhile, Mark was surfing the valley 
breeze along the other  side of the same valley. Adrian arrived at the next spur high 
enough to connect and soar up, joining fellow Magic FR pilot Peter Brinkeby, and 
together they searched out enough lift to make it over the crest into the sunny side of 
the next valley. The valley breeze was scouring the mountain side, but where the next 
gulley cut through a black kite was skying out in a strong lee-side thermal. Rough, but 
it went to cloudbase at 4m/s, from there they could see Russell and Bruce with the 
lead gaggle ridge soaring up the cliffs of the mountain behind Les Gets, about 5km 
ahead. Bruce and Russell called that it was soarable all the way along to the final 
ridge before a long push out to turn point, but the air in that valley (a side branch of 
the main Cluses valley) was stable, and inverted at 1800m. The glide out was smooth, 



but there was no way to make it straight back to the ridge without a climb. Russell 
called a 2m/s climb from a patch of felled trees on a small hill in the valley, and Bruce 
and Russell climbed out from there with the leaders as Adrian pushed over the top 
towards the turn point, still 5k behind, with the day looking late. From there the route 
went on to the main ridge below the Mieussy take-off, where it was possible to take 
thermo-dynamic lift to ridge-top height before gliding off downwind towards the final 
turnpoint. Along the course the day was really ending and becoming stable, and pilots 
were landing out throughout the course. Bruce and Russell were still racing with the 
leaders, but climbs were hard to comeby. Adrian had gone into XC mode, with getting 
round as far as possible in the dying conditions being the only aim. The long glide 
from Mieussy take off led to the cliffs across the valley from Samoens, which face the 
valley breeze and are soarable til late in the evening. With virtually no thermal 
activity that was the only way to altitude, and soaring lumpy 3m/s thermo-dynamic 
lift close to 1000m cliffs in the evening light was something special. Bruce and 
Russell were there early enough to get back to the equivalent soarable hill above 
Morzine, but Adrian was too late and landed short. From their position on the hill-of-
eternal-lift Russell and Bruce had to negotiate the ‘safety’ turn point above Les Gets, 
and then get in to the Les Gets goal field. With the lift not going above ridge-tops the 
safety turn point had turned into a danger. Russell took the straight route into the turn 
point, getting in to the ridge in the lee, and getting a rough flushing to land 1k short. 
Bruce, canny as always, realised that the Morzine side of the ridge was flushing, so 
went round the end of the ridge hoping to find a climb back up to the turn point. He 
found a weak climb, and dived into a ski-piste to get closer to the hill than the trees, 
and took the turn point below tree-top height, then had to slalom down the piste 
before escaping out for a touch-and-go glide into goal. 
 
 
Task 4 
 
Take off T01  Mont Cherrie 
 
Start  4Km Radius around  B01 
TP1  B01 
TP2  B40 
TP3  B62 
TP4  B30 
 
Goal  L01 Morzine  Total Distance  90.8Km 
 
Great start to the day with Clear Skies and a forecast of Light winds. We had an early 
briefing at 11:30 with window open at 12:30 and a race start at 13:30. Mont Cherrie 
ca be a difficult take off with constantly switching winds, but today the wind came 
evenly up the southerly face enabling all the pilots to launch quickly. There were 
good climbs around the start area giving the pilots the possibility to make a fast start. 
The start gaggle collected on the large mountain behind Les Gets take-off, and the 
team got a good start, hitting the start-point with the whole team in touch with the 
lead gaggle. From there the course ran back to the start-mountain, across the Morzine 
valley and on to Mont de Grange, with Russell, Adrian and Mark in the lead gaggle, 
Bruce 1km back and Kelly and Louise a couple of km behind. From B40 the leaders 
dove into the ridge behind Avoriaz where there was an outrageous lee-side thermal of 



4-5m/s, but rough as a badgers arse. The sound of rustling skytech was loud in the air, 
U3s demonstrated their ability to clap hands with tips touching without stalling. The 
entire lead gaggle took about 3 turns and fled on towards Avoriaz. Above the cliffs 
there was a real 5m/s climb, smooth and powerful up to cloudbase. From there we 
jumped cloud-to-cloud for the crossing to Samoens take-off, then a climb from below 
ridge-height before crossing the ski-resort at Flens. From Flens we dove round the 
corner with 60kmh ground speed into the lee, and onto the huge cliffs above 
Sallanches at Tete De Colonney. A stunning landscape dwarfing the lead gaggle so 
they looked like tiny flecks of bright colour against the towering cliff walls. In the UK 
you never dive into the lee of a large mountain, here in the alps the rules are different. 
Buttocks clenched, the pilots, to a man, expected a thorough spanking in the rotor. 
Instead there was strong and relatively smooth lift either in bird-marked thermals 
(Adrian shared a climb with a Lamergeier there), or in thermo-dynamic straight-line 
lift along the cliffs, dancing in and out of the towers and curves metres from the walls. 
The turn point was over Sallanches, then back along the cliff-tops straight towards 
Flens. Russell was pushing on with the leaders, with Mark pushing hard to keep up, 
low as always, and Adrian close behind. At one point Mark took the glide out across 
the ski-slopes so low that a local had to step aside – Mark gave a friendly ‘Bonjour’ as 
he skimmed past, his theory being that if he had had an 18cm back protector he would 
have landed, but with only 16cm he had some ground clearance. Russell pushed on 
hard, and took a straight glide to Samoens, and across the valley, straight to a 3m/s 
climb which had him on final glide from 20km out. Adrian and Mark had a little more 
work to do, because the 3m climb wasn’t there – so they had to struggle up to ridge-
height, cross a col, and then ridge-soar round to the final control turn point before 
diving full speed in to goal. Many pilots arriving later into goal needed to top up their 
height on B30 to cross the line. The task was won by Andi Aebi with a very fast time 
of 2:44:46, 5 minutes ahead of Luca Donini. Russell Ogden was first Brit in goal in 
10th place followed by Adrian 26th, Mark 30th, Bruce 44th, Kelly 58th and Louise 114th. 
A good day for the team with 5 of the team in goal putting us back up to 8th place in 
the Nations ranking. 
 
Report Task 5 
 
Take Off   T01  Les Gets 
 
Start    5Km Radius around B98 
TP1    B98 
TP2    B29 
TP3    T04 
TP4    B57 
 
Goal    L04  Total Distance  54.7 Km 
 
Today the weather forecast was not so good. Very unstable air with thunderstorms 
forecast for the end of the afternoon. So off to Mont Cherrie take off for an early start. 
Briefing at 11:30 (early by French standards!), with good conditions at launch, free 
fliers and wind dummies climbing all around the take off area, The window was 
opened at 12:00 with the race start at 13:00. Due to the high risk of storms the Goal 
deadline and land by time were set to 16:30. All the competitors were away within 30 
mins, with only 1 or 2 having difficulty in getting away from launch. When the start 



gate opened Cloud base had risen to about 2700m. The team again all got a cracking 
start, and were in the lead gaggle heading out towards the first turn point, running 
along the front hills of the Morzine area, taking routes not-yet covered in the 
competition. Greg Blondeau was on team orders to push on hard, having blown his 
chances of a podium place, and with him leading out very strongly, the lead gaggle 
moved quickly to the first turn point on the Western edge of the Morzine range, then 
across the front-hills on the Lac Leman side, to a turn point at the dam at the Northern 
end of the Morzine Valley. Adrian, Russell, Mark and Bruce were in the lead gaggle 
at that point, with Kelly and Louise in the second group, still in touch. From there it 
was the familiar run back along the spurs and ridges of the Morzine valley, but this 
time with towering Cumulus threatening to go CuNimb above Avoriaz, and on the 
high mountains behind, there was good lift to be had all over the place. Crossing on to 
Les Gets, there was a decision point, some pilots (including Valic and Donini) chose 
to head deep under the building clouds, others (including our lead gaggle) headed 
straight along track towards Samoens, heading for a large cumulus South of Les Gets. 
3m/s there got us swiftly to base, before the valley crossing to Samoens, then it was a 
long 10minutes on half bar, with the lead gaggle taking the now-standard arms-
crossed approach to fast valley crossings (hands on the brakes = arms in the airflow = 
drag = worse glide). Calvo had got himself to the takeoff turn point at Samoens and 
was calling the cycles as we approached, leading the pack. Cycles every 10 minutes, 
so our timing was just about spot on – one should kick off as we arrived. The glide 
was long, and we arrived below the turn point, unsure whether we would need to 
climb to get it. Diving in to the trees got Russell the turn point, and Adrian followed 
him in, hugging the ridge and dodging the trees, 450m, 420, closer in, 410, into a 
gulley 404, right, turn, the swing in the turn got the last 4 metres and the trusty MLR 
switched over. Then it was final glide. Luca Donini was with us at the turn point, but 
on the final glide back across the Samoens valley to a control turn point, and then on 
in to Samoens valley he pulled out almost 3 minutes in the last 10km final glide just 
by pushing the bar harder and flying faster in spite of the rough air. Ondrej Dupal’s 
comment on his top Gradient Avax pilot was ‘Luca has a very strong mind’, balls of 
steel aswell. Still, he wasn’t quick enough to beat Aljaz Valic in that day, but was 
quick enough to hold first place overall. Russell was first Brit in goal in 15th, 2 
minutes behind Valic, Adrian was 30 seconds later in 22nd. Mark and Bruce raced in 
neck-and-neck finishing 3 seconds apart, one minute later in 27th and 28th, Kelly was 
in goal 2 minutes later, and Louise made goal 12 minutes behind the leader in 65th 
place. Kelly’s XC trainer had beeped to tell him he had got each turn point, but on 
download it turned out that he was 1.9m out (after all available tolerances) at the 
Samoens turn point, even though the replay on the XC trainer showed him getting that 
point. A serious instrument failure that cost him a good result. Aircotec are looking 
into the problem. 
The task was stopped at 14:46 when the storm was about to break and all pilots landed 
safely. 
 
 
Task 6.  
The final task was stopped due to CuNimb development when Adrian and Mark were 
climbing for final glide in top 10 positions. A frustrating but necessary decision, since 
we got thoroughly rained on as we glided in to the Morzine landing field, and 
conditions were decidedly bumpy on course. 
 



Overall, the competition was very much as expected, with many days lost due to rain 
and storms, but also with spectacular fast flying in strong, rough conditions during the 
stopped tasks, and during the 5 successfully completed tasks. The tasks were 
generally short and racy, with decision making absolutely critical. As Kelly put it ‘Its 
like playing SuperMario on the hardest level – one tiny error and you are stuffed’. A 
classic example was in one of the stopped tasks where Adrian was with the leaders, 
but hesitated for about a minute before deciding whether to go straight for a valley 
crossing or top up 200m in a climb. That hesitation lost him 50 places by itself. One 
tiny error and the whole gaggle goes past – most finished had 50 or more pilots in 
goal within 10 minutes of the leader. Staying with the gaggle was critical – as Russell 
put it, ‘A perfect task is one where you don’t make a single decision – just stay with 
the gaggle and race them in to goal’. Still, Luca Doninin proved that there are ways to 
defeat the gaggle problem – while Maurer stayed tactical throughout, sitting in the 
gaggle in 10th or 20th place then using his glider’s performance advantage to get him 
in to top positions, Luca raced hard on his own lines, spending large amounts of time 
at top speed – he gave us his track-logs and they show that in the last task he spent 
over 15 minutes at ground speeds in excess of 55kmh, 10 minutes more than the 
fastest flying Brit. No single glider design dominated the rest. The advance protos 
look to have an advantage in climb, but they were unable to capitalise on that 
advantage. Luca was able to fly very fast indeed, but took hits regularly. The eastern 
European gliders look very conventional, but go very well – the Mac Magus, Mercury 
Axis and Gradient Avax protos – all different, all fast. Gin has his Boomerang 5 in 
development, and performance was noticeably improving throughout the competition 
as he trimmed, and re-trimmed the lines. The Aircross U3 is still performing at top 
level, especially at speed. Russell’s Mantra R and Adrian’s trusty old Airwave Magic 
FR2 were there, or thereabouts, but there is no doubt about it, at this level, with 
seconds between the pilots, glider performance is critical, there will be a lot of 
development between now and the Worlds in Australia early next year. A little edge 
in performance makes you look very very clever, and makes it safer to compete 
because you don’t have to push it so hard. 
Safety is vital at competitions, and the FAI Cat 1 events do not have anything like as 
good a safety record as the British Championships, but this event was relatively good, 
with 3 pilots being injured, in each case with ankle injuries, and 5 reserves thrown. 
One pilot was lucky to get away with snagging his wingtip on a cliff while ridge 
soaring – he hung there for some time before rescuers could reach him because they 
couldn’t use a helicopter for fear of dislodging him. The most impressive feature of 
safety at this event was the mature attitude displayed towards stopping tasks when 
CuNimbs threaten. In the past competitions in this area have been notorious for 
allowing tasks to continue when the clouds have exploded. The classic example is 
Pendry’s famous 3 hour ridge-soar while he hid in a protected side-valley until the 
storm abated and he could climb out and glide to goal. Nowadays that task would 
have been stopped, and quite right too. It’s a sport, done for fun, after all, and this 
competition was epic even (perhaps especially) on the days when the tasks were 
stopped. Memories of soaring the cliffs at Tete De Colonney, or of waiting for the 
start in the last, stopped, task some 300m above base because the cloud was soarable 
all the way up its sides will stick for a long time. 
The British team put in a strong performance – the core of the team is pretty solid, 
you can pretty much rely on 3 good performances out of Bruce, Russell, Mark and 
Adrian, with 4 in the top 50, and someone in the 20s every day but one. Kelly flew 
much much better in his first Cat 1 event than his results suggest. Louise Burnham 



flew well, with a particularly impressive result in the last task. What needs to be done 
to improve the British Team results? Competing with the Swiss is always going to be 
a problem – as Mark put it, ‘Give me a salary of £20k to race paragliders and I’d be 
that good’ – competing with professionals is always going to be hard for us amateurs. 
Especially those of us with jobs outside the paragliding industry. The funding levels 
for the Swiss, French, German, Italian, Austrian and even Czech and Slovenian teams 
are beyond the capacity of the BHPA to pay, even if they wanted to fund us equally 
with the other top nations. Fortunately, with significant support for the British Team 
from Lighthouse International, we are now able to invest significantly in team support 
and training. The British Championships don’t really provide a suitable environment 
for training for the team – there just isn’t anything equivalent to the racing gaggles 
found at top level. This is a problem, since team selection depends on WPRS points, 
which are most easily achieved at low-level Cat 2 events like the British 
Championships rather than at higher-level competitions like the World Cup, which 
provide the ideal training ground. It is no coincidence that the top nations send their 
teams to the world cup (with full support in most cases), so that when they come to 
the World or European Championships it is one of 6 or 8 top-level competitions the 
team has done that year. It was very very clear that the British Team improved 
dramatically through the competition – getting to grips with racing in the strong 
conditions here, and with the high-level of competition and intense gaggle-flying at 
top competitions. The other teams have the advantage of all that extra practice. We let 
slip top-ten places on several days, by missing the opportunity to take a jump on the 
gaggle when it presented itself. Practice in top level competitions is the only way to 
change that. With the current system where the British Championships is effectively 3 
weeks of competition, and the World cup is 6 or 7 weeks, and the Cat 1 event is 2 
weeks, there simply isn’t enough time for anyone with a job to do all of them – even 
professionals like Russell and Bruce are unable to spare time from glider development 
work to do all the competitions. One possible solution is team selection based on 
who-beat-who when they met, to get around the problems with the WPRS (which is 
basically a record of attendance at popular, but low-level Cat 2 events). Another 
possibility is to introduce discards into the Championships, or return to the concept of 
a one-week Nationals, forming one of the British Opens. However, all of this perhaps 
puts too much emphasis on the team, and on top-level results. As Russell put it ‘The 
championships is basically a chance to go off somewhere for a holiday with their 
friends and have a good time’, and that is what matters. 
 
 
Overall results: 
 
1.  


